PRTNR
Produced by Dave Told Me To Do This Productions

PRTNR is Natalie Kulesza and David Rowan: a two-person sketch comedy show,
exploring some of the many, and vastly different, ways in which we, as humans (and
perhaps other critters), find ourselves in partnerships. Love? Sure! Friendship? Of
course! Co-workers? You bet! People from bygone eras? WHY NOT!?!? No dynamic is
too obscure, no concept too absurd.
When they sat down, all those months ago, and conceived PRTNR, Dave and Nat
decided, if nothing else, they would keep an open mind to all the potentials. The
idiom,“There’s no such thing as a dumb question,” comes to mind. Trust them, if there
was, they would have found it by now. Partnerships are everywhere, from fries and
gravy to the bonds of marriage. Dave and Nat didn’t want to miss any opportunities, not
just in terms of subject matter, but in the various tones these explorations might employ.
Often, when we think sketch, we have a very specific idea of what type of humour to
expect, but why not more? Why not play with both ends of the spectrum, and
everywhere in between? So, they added to their mantra with, “No moment is too real, no
joke too dumb”.
PRTNR seeks to portray life’s relationships in as many varied states as they can fit in
one 50min show. They want to make you think one moment and laugh the next, groan
along with one sketch and maybe even get a little misty during the another. Anything to
keep you on the edge of your seat and guessing. Above all else, PRTNR is fun! For all
of the other things mentioned here, what would be the point of a sketch show without
fun?! The team has had fun exploring partnerships, bringing them to life, and hope to
bring that fun to you, the audience!
Come, sit back, laugh with us, laugh at us, just LAUGH already! You’re bound to find a
bit of yourself in PRTNR.
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